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Team

New starters
● Dongsheng Cai
● Huong Nguyen

Recruiting
● QA engineer
Minor releases

8 March 2021

- 3.10.2, 3.9.5, 3.8.8 & 3.5.17
- Calendar bug fix ([MDL-67494](https://example.com/mdl67494)) caused a regression corrupting some calendar events for 3.10.2 and 3.9.5 (lost userid)

25 Mar 2021

- 3.10.3 & 3.9.6
- Regression fix ([MDL-71182](https://example.com/mdl71182)) - safe release

[MDL-71156](https://example.com/mdl71156): upgrade step checker (core fix) and CLI script
Moodle 3.11

[Scheduled release date: 10 May 2021]

- Improved student activity completion UX/UI (MUA project, MDL-70469)
Moodle 3.11

- LTI 1.3 Advantage (Tool/Provider, MDL-69542)
- Open Badges v2.1 compliance (MDL-71117)

- Brickfield accessibility toolkit (MDL-71041)

- BBB integration → will now be part of Moodle 4.0 (MDL-70658)

Lots more...
Moodle 3.11 - QA Cycle

- Commenced Monday 12 April
- QA cycle dashboard
- Help with our QA cycle and join in!
Moodle 4.0 UX update

- Candice Diemer, previous UX Lead is leaving - all the best!
- **Rafael Lechugo**, UX Lead Moodle Workplace is stepping in
- Currently:
  - Embedding Rafael in the team
  - Rafael getting up to speed on the 4.0 UX projects
  - Determining which areas we will do further UX research
- UX community: [moodle.org/ux](https://moodle.org/ux)
Moodle 4.0

- Scheduled for release: **November 2021**

**Focus on improving UX**

- Overall user experience
  - **Navigation:** in development (MDL-69588)
  - **Course creation:** in development (MDL-70907)
  - **Component library:** in development (MDL-61460)
  - **UX quick wins**

- Current UX prototypes:
  - **Desktop**
  - **Mobile**
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